
Team Official Meeting - World Cup round 3 & Pre-WOC 

Agenda

• Presentation of organisation

• Administrative aspects

• The competitions

• Other issues

Questions received on beforehand are included



CEO WOC 2019: Per Bergerud

Event director: Bjørn Axel Gran

Chiefs:

IT and timekeeping: Hallvard Koren

Transport, Safety/Security: Tore Sandem

Arena Græsholt, Aremark: Vidar Backstrøm

Arena Ulvestad, Våler: Thomas Roskifte

Media contact: Jens Erik Mjølnerød

Youths and volunteers: Svend Sondre Frøshaug

Course planning and mapping: Bernt O. Myrvold

Course setters:

Long distance: Øyvind Helgerud

Prologue: Tore Bjørnerød

Pursuit: Bjørn Erik Glomsrud

Relay: Erik Sandbæk & Morten Johansen 

IOF Senior Event Advisor: Lars Forsberg

National Controllers: Ivar Maalen and Kjell Blomseth

Time-keeping: EQ Timing

GPS: Trac Trac AS

TV production: Gearbox Production AS

Speaker: Kjell Erik Kristiansen

+ ca 200 voluntaries from:



11.12: Jury

• Jaroslav Kacmarcik, CZE*

• Carl Göran Struts, SWE 

• Unni Strand Karlsen, NOR

*Since Kacmarcik also is a team 
leader, the team leaders have to 
accept this.





Administrative aspects - accreditation

• A number of teams have to complete the accreditation:

• 13 teams needs to pick up!

• Many passports/IDs are not provided!

• Mixed teams are allowed in the relay

• GPS harness: any more runners that need to borrow?



Administrative aspects - transport

• Can one team help us with transport for one runner from PRK?

• He is staying at Utne camping

• Can one team help LAT with transport for one runner?

• She is staying at Thon Hotel in Halden



Food

Q: What kind of food is available on the arena?

A: Hot meals (chicken, sausages, meat mixture with 

potatoes (lapskaus), beverages, cakes

Q: Vegetarian food?

A: No

Q: Pay all on one bill at Sunday?

A: No, cash /credit card in the sale



Lipoptena cervi

• “Hjortelusflue”

• Not dangerous!

• Not the same as ticks (“Flått” / Ixodidae)

• …but very annoying 

• It prefers head and shoulders
• Check also clothes after the race



Deadline for Name entry?

B.4, 5.1 says: Names of the competitors and, if required, their starting 
group, shall be entered in IOF Eventor, before 12 noon on the day before 
an individual competition. Names of the competitors and their running order 
shall be entered in IOF Eventor, before 12 noon on the day before a relay 
competition.

Q: New deadline Prologue: Friday 16:00

Q: New deadline Relay: Saturday 20:00

A: Ok for us, means that start lists also will be postponed



Model event / terrain / map (I)

Q: Are crossing points of the roads marked on the map and in 
the terrain? 

A: No

Q: Is it allowed to run along the road?

A: Yes



Model event / terrain / map (II)

Q: Can you give a clearly answer about running on the field edge? Is it 

allowed to run on the field edge, how do you define field edge?

A: All fields in the terrain are now allowed to cross

Q: Is it allowed to pass water with black lines around?

Q: Are you allowed to pass marshes with “no bottom”?

A: Yes allowed, but according to ISOM2017: uncrossable

Q: And what’s about olive, fences etc.?

A: According to ISOM2017



Drinking controls

• They are manned

• It is marked in written notes what is water and what 
is Maxim sports drink.

• For Maxim: 2 kg powder for 25 litre water



Long distance

• Check in time Q1: 7:30 – 9:30

• Remark: There will be no arena passage on the long distance, and the 

organiser have got approval for a rule deviation (rule 19.10): there will be 

no refreshment station where the athletes shall have the opportunity to 

have their own drinks.

• Remark: There will be photographers in the terrain

Q: How often do the buses leave from quarantine 1 to quarantine 2? How 

many people can fit in each bus

A: First bus/group of cars to Q2 8:15, then about each 20 min. 16-20 in each



Cont.

Q: According to the IOF Rules: ”In an interval start, the 
competitors start singly at equal start intervals.”

I think, this is a kind of matter to be clarified already before 
the TOM. Have the organizers got a permission from the 
SEA to change start interval within a competition?

A: Yes, in special rules for world cup 2018



Prologue

• Check in time Q1: 7:30 – 9:00

• Remark: In the terrain there are about 6 animal figures as 

shown in the pictures. These are not marked on the map.

• Remark: The coaches shall follow a marked route from 

Pre-start to the finish area

• Remark: From the arena athletes and coaches follows 

the obligatory marked route

• Remark: Only change of clothes at Quarantine. Showers 

available at Event Centre

Q: Is there a mandatory passage after the map flip?

A: There is no map flip on Prologue



Pursuit (I)

• Check in time Q1: 15:00 – 16:40 (women) / 16:50 (men)

• Remark: Live TV coverage

• Remark: During the Pursuit it will be difficult to leave the arena by car

• Remark: There will be an arena passage in the middle of the course

Q: Is there a mandatory passage after the map flip?

A: Yes, the arena passage is approximately in the middle of the course



Pursuit (II)

Q: What kind of symbol will you use for the felled area – updating? purple line 
thickness? please give an example

Q: Explain “as it may stall the runner”, is it more trees around or just on the path?

A: A path crosses through a small area with uprooted trees (windfallen, big 

trees). It is impossible to follow the path due to the uprooted trees. It is allowed to 

cross the area – but you would not like it



Relay

• Check in time Q1: 08:30 – 09:40 (women) / 09:50 (men)

• Remark: Live TV Coverage

Q: Are road crossings marked on the map?

A: No comment

Q: Are the control numbers marked next to the control on the map?

A: No

Q: After how many percent of the race is the arena passage?

A: There will be an arena passage in the middle third of the course



Cermonies

Q: How much prize money can you win?

A: The only prize money is the prize money from IOF



Other issues

• Price of training maps*

*: Tenant may invite runners from other teams [in division 2 and 3 (IOF’s ranking 

list)] for a cost of € 5 per print, witch in total must be forwarded to Club.

PS: Agreements have to be made with map owner

Category Old price New price

OCAD-file* 150 Euro + 5 Euro/participant/training, 50 Euro per file for 
files more than the first one from each club

150 Euro

PDF-file* 100 Euro + 5 Euro/participant/training, 50 Euro per file for 
files more than the first one from each club

100 Euro

Printed map 5 Euro 5 Euro



Other questions

Q: Are you allowed to walk around at the arena before the
closing of the quarantine (pursuit and relay) 

A: Yes

Q: Will the warm up map in the prologue show more area than
the path? 

A: Yes, it includes both the path and some terrain



Other questions
Q: Is the refreshment points at the controls in the long distance?

A: Yes (not at an road)

Q: How do we enter mixed teams 

A: You have to organize mixed teams yourself and enter it in 
Eventor

Q: How do coaches og from Q2 to arena at the long distance?

A: Join the transport (written in B4)



Other questions
Q: Can we show our ID’s when we check in at the quarantine on
Friday?

A: Yes – or email post@woc2019.no

Q: Model event map: Both 174 and 113 are in semi open land, 
but are differently mapped and looked similar.

A: The competition map and the Model map is mapped by the 
same mapper in the area of 174 and 113. Different opinions by 
the present orienteers about this…

mailto:post@woc2019.no

